
Long Distance:
Up to 30 meters transmission distance

Dual Devices Connection:
Multiple-points technology, two devices can be connected

Free from Disturbing
With busy light indicator to prevent interruptions when on the phone or working.
Directional noise canceling microphone and acoustic noise canceling structure ensure        

crystal-clear conversations even in noisy environment
Crystal Clear Sound

High-frequency wide band supports crystal clarity for every conversation
Duo style with stereo sound for enjoying music casually after busy work

Long Lasting Battery Life
2 hours charging offers up to 20 hours continuous talking time and 200 hours standby 

time.
Luxurious Comfort

Skin-friendly soft leather ear cushion and pressure-free headpad allow you to focus 
on conversantion with comfortable wearing experience

 Super light weight design for whole day wearing
One Press to Mute 

 The mute button is located on the microphone boom tip which makes it much easier 
to mute during a call
Creative and Advanced Design

Stylish UV CD pattern laser engraving process provides appealing visual effects
Elastic microphone boom offers multiple adjustment and accurate talking position
Easy to charge:
With both magnatic charging base and micro USB charging socket, easy and portable

Two fashion colors are optional
Black or pearl blue 

Apply to:

Mobile      Desk Phone      Softphone/PC

Introduction:



Pairing Name: M890BT
Bluetooth Specifications: CSR-V5.0, dual mode, downward 

compatible.
 Frequency Range: 2.4GHz-2.48GHz
 Support Protocols: A2DP, AVRCP, HFP, AAC, etc.
Transmission distance: up to 30 meters (Transmission distance varies 

on base of the environment and Bluetooth device)
Pair with 2 Bluetooth devices simultaneously.

Microphone:
Microphone:  Directional noise reduction microphone
                              Acoustic noise canceling structure  
Mic Sensitivity: -38dB±3dB
Crystal clear sound and voice(DSP)

Speaker:
Wideband Speaker Frequency: 20Hz-20KHz. 
Distortion: ≤1%
 Sensitivity: 118dB±3dB

Sound Channel:
Binaural: Stereo
Monaural: Mono

Battery:
Battery Capacity: 320mAh
Charging Voltage: 5V DC
Maximum Talk Time: 20 hours
 Standby Time: 200 hours
Charging Time: 2 hours
Charging Interface: Micro USB & Magnetic Charging Base
Net Weight:
M890BT Mono 70g
M890BTD Duo  95g
Charging Base:115g

Specifications:

M890BT Wireless Communication Headset 


